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JOB DESCRIPTION  

  

Position Title:     Deputy Director for Impact Economy  

Program/Department:  Philanthropy and Social Innovation 

Position Location:   Washington, DC 

Reports To:      Jane Wales, Vice President/Executive Director 

FLSA Status:     Exempt  

The Aspen Institute: 

The Aspen Institute mission is twofold: to foster values-based leadership, encouraging 

individuals to reflect on the ideals and ideas that define a good society, and to provide a 

neutral and balanced venue for discussing and acting on critical issues.   

The Aspen Institute does this primarily in four ways: 

o Seminars, which help participants reflect on what they think makes a 

good society, thereby deepening knowledge, broadening perspectives 

and enhancing their capacity to solve the problems leaders face.   

o Young-leader fellowships around the globe, which bring a selected class 

of proven leaders together for an intense multi-year program and 

commitment. The fellows become better leaders and apply their skills to 

significant challenges.   

o Policy programs, which serve as nonpartisan forums for analysis, 

consensus building, and problem solving on a wide variety of issues.  

o Public conferences and events, which provide a commons for people to 

share ideas.  

The Institute is headquartered in Washington, DC, and has campuses in Aspen, 

Colorado, New York City and on the Wye River near the shores of the Chesapeake Bay in 

Maryland.  

To learn more about the Institute, visit www.aspeninstitute.org.  

Program on Philanthropy and Social Innovation: 

The Philanthropy and Social Innovation (PSI) Program hosts the Aspen Philanthropy 

Group (APG), an agenda-setting body of foundation leaders at the cutting edge of 
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change. The issues its members identify are subsequently considered in cross-sector 

working groups. Working groups draw on existing knowledge and work already done 

with the goal of taking prior conversations the “last mile” and building consensus that 

may have proved elusive. The Program's leadership development initiatives include the 

American Express Foundation-Aspen Institute Fellowship for Emerging Nonprofit 

Leaders; the Aspen Philanthropy Seminar-Greater Washington, DC; the Aspen-GPF 

Summer Seminar; and the Seminar Series for Mid-America Foundation CEOs. Its 

communications program includes the Aspen Philanthropy Blog on ideas and 

developments that may affect philanthropy and those it supports for years to come. 

The Impact Economy Initiative (IEI) within PSI explores policies and practices that would 

enable the harnessing of capital markets to the advancement of social goals.  It is 

intended to serve as a resource for policymakers at the international, federal, state and 

local levels and leverages the reach and resources of the Aspen Institute including its 

workshops and seminars, research and communications capabilities and its leadership 

networks.  By initiating a national and global discussion about how policy and programs 

will facilitate impact investing and further social enterprise, IEI activities should help to 

advance a public conversation about how legislative action and regulatory iteration can 

strengthen and support this nascent field. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities   

Reporting to the Vice President for Philanthropy & Society, the Deputy Director—IEI will 

undertake the following responsibilities: 

Undertaking Research and Writing: 

• Identify and help to carry out a research agenda where necessary, or gather and 

synthesize existing research where possible to inform and advance a debate on 

ways to harness markets to advance social goals. 

• Undertake a study of the policy, tax and regulatory barriers and enablers to an 

impact economy within the US government and draft a guide in the form of a PSI 

Report that can be used by those seeking to navigate or improve USG programs 

and policies aimed at enabling an impact economy. 

• Draft articles, speeches and possibly book chapters or testimony aimed at 

informing and advancing the debate. 

• Draft briefing papers, contribute to articles, blogs and testimony on the impact 

economy for the VP/Executive Director. 

Convening Meetings: 

• Plan and execute leadership workshops and seminars on a quarterly basis, 

developing the agendas, identifying participants, preparing readings and briefing 

papers and ensuring follow-up activities. 
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• Design and recruit speakers for a Washington luncheon interview series on the 

aspects of an impact economy. 

• Design panels on topics related to the impact economy for Aspen’s public 

programs, the Global Philanthropy forum and other partner organizations. 

• Contribute to the agenda and pre-readings for the Aspen Philanthropy Group’s 

annual summer meeting; draft briefing materials for the APG. 

Representation: 

• Represent PSI at briefings, meetings and conferences as assigned. 

• Help brief legislative staff members and executive branch officials as requested. 

• Take part in fundraising meetings as needed. 

Raising Funds and Evaluating Outcomes:  

• Draft foundation proposals and reports, taking primary responsibility for raising 

funds for the IEI within Aspen’s PSI. 

• Help to design and carry out an evaluation of this aspect of PSI’s work, modeling 

best practices in the field. 

Management: 

• Manage IEI analyst, interns and other staff as appropriate, providing objectives, 

supervising work, and delivering actionable feedback.  

• Monitor and report to the VP/ Executive Director on issues in the news and 

policy and regulatory environment. 

• May be asked to present research at workshops or other forums as appropriate.  

• Help VP/Executive Director and Deputy Director for Policy & research to ensure 

that the programmatic activities of the IEI initiative are aligned with and support 

PSI’s broader strategy, ensuring quality control.  

• Undertake other duties as assigned.  

Knowledge, Education and Experience:  

Minimum Requirements: 

• Undergraduate college degree; Master’s degree in economics, business, public 

policy or related field strongly preferred. 

• Seven years of work experience in public policy (federal level), social enterprise 

and/or a field related to the Impact Economy highly desirable.   

• Strong writing, research and editing skills, and a proven ability to communicate 

effectively to both lay and policy audiences. 

• Comfort with quantitative and qualitative data; experience in developing metrics 

for measuring and communicating success. 
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• A track record of successful fundraising.  

• Attention to detail and the maturity and self-discipline to work independently, 

along with the judgment to seek supervision and/or input from others when 

necessary. 

• Experience in managing project work and staff teams, including establishing 

timelines, managing resources, meeting deadline and budget goals, working with 

peers in a team environment and with members from diverse and highly skilled 

backgrounds.  

• The ideal candidate is agile, entrepreneurial and a team player who seeks to 

advance the program and its goals.  

Principal Interactions 

The Deputy Director for IEI works closely with the Vice President/Executive Director as 

well as the Deputy Director for Policy and Research and all PSI team members on a 

variety of project elements. Routinely interacts with all PSI staff on the program’s policy 

and operations outlook, publication design, meeting preparation. Represents PSI at  

meetings and conferences as assigned. 

 


